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Abstract
Context: Back injuries have a high prevalence in the
United States and can be costly for both patients and the
healthcare system at large. While previous guidelines from
the American College of Physicians for the management of
acute nonspecific low back pain (ANLBP) have encouraged
nonpharmacologic management, those treatment recommendations involved only superficial heat, massage,
acupuncture, and spinal manipulation. Investigation
about the efficacy of spinal manipulation in the management of ANLBP is warranted.
Objectives: To compare the results in previouslypublished literature documenting the outcomes of osteopathic manipulative treatment (OMT) techniques used to
treat ANLBP. The secondary objective of this study was to
demonstrate the utility of using Bayesian network metaanalysis (NMA) to perform a mixed treatment comparison
(MTC) of a variety of osteopathic techniques.
Methods: A literature search for randomized controlled
trials (RCTs) of ANLBP treatments was performed in April
2020 according to PRISMA guidelines by searching MEDLINE/PubMed, OVID, Cochrane Central, PEDro, and OSTMED.Dr databases; scanning the reference lists of articles;
and using the Canadian Agency for Drugs and Technologies in Health grey literature checklist. Each database was
searched from inception to April 1, 2020. The following
search terms were used: acute low back pain, acute low
back pain plus physical therapy, acute low back pain plus
spinal manipulation, and acute low back pain plus osteopathic manipulation. The validity of eligible trials was
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assessed by the single author using an adapted National
Institute for Health and Care Excellence methodology
checklist for randomized, controlled trials and an extraction form based on that checklist. The outcome measure
chosen for this NMA was the Visual Analogue Scale of pain.
The NMA were performed using the GeMTC user interface
for automated NMA utilizing a Bayesian hierarchical model
of random effects.
Results: The literature search initially found 483 unduplicated records. After screening and full text assessment,
five RCTs were eligible for the MTC, yielding a total of 430
participants. Results of the MTC model suggested that there
was no statistically significant decrease in reported pain
when exercise, high-velocity low-amplitude (HVLA),
counterstrain, muscle energy technique, or a mix of techniques were added to conventional treatment to treat
ANLBP. However, the rank probabilities assessment
determined that HVLA and the OMT mixed treatment
protocol plus conventional care were ranked superior to
conventional care alone for improving ANLBP.
Conclusions: While this study failed to provide definitive
evidence upon which clinical recommendations can be
based, it does demonstrate the utility of performing NMA
for MTCs of osteopathic modalities used to treat ANLBP.
However, to take full advantage of this statistical technique, future studies should be designed with consideration for the methodological shortcomings found in past
osteopathic research.
Keywords: back injury; back pain; meta-analysis; OMT;
osteopathic manipulative treatment.
Back injuries are the most costly and most prevalent
disabling occupational injuries in the United States [1]. In
2016, musculoskeletal disorders involving the back
accounted for 38.5% of all work-related musculoskeletal
disorders [2]. In 2017, a systematic review and metaanalysis of randomized controlled trials [3] assessing the
effectiveness of spinal manipulation therapy for the
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treatment of acute low back pain was published in the
Journal of the American Medical Association [3]. In that
study [3], 26 eligible randomized, controlled trials (RCTs)
were identiﬁed. Fifteen of those RCTs provided moderatequality evidence that spinal manipulation had a
statistically-signiﬁcant association with improvements in
pain, while 12 produced moderate-quality evidence that
spinal manipulation therapy had a statistically-signiﬁcant
association with improvements in function [3].
The same year, the American College of Physicians (ACP)
published a guideline presenting the evidence and clinical
recommendations for noninvasive treatment of low back pain
[4]. The guideline encouraged clinicians to inform all patients
of the generally favorable prognosis of acute low back pain
with or without sciatica, to advise patients to remain active,
and to provide information about effective self-care options
[4]. Nonsteroidal anti-inﬂammatory drugs or skeletal muscle
relaxants were recommended if pharmacologic treatment is
desired [4]. Recommended nonpharmacologic treatments in
the guideline included superﬁcial heat, massage, acupuncture, and spinal manipulation [4].
With spinal manipulation becoming a recommended
nonpharmacological treatment for acute non-specific low
back pain (ANLBP), a comparison of the effectiveness of
different manual modalities is warranted. The primary
objective of this study was to compare, in a systematic
literature review and meta-analysis, the results of previous
studies investigating the relative efficacy of several osteopathic manipulative treatment (OMT) techniques used to
treat ANLBP. The secondary objective of this study was to
demonstrate the utility of using Bayesian network metaanalysis (NMA) to perform a mixed treatment comparison
(MTC) of a variety of osteopathic techniques.

an RCT with human subjects; have had a population of working age
(16–70 years); and had to have had an objective outcomes measure of
pain assessed within one month from the date of onset.
Eligibility assessment was performed in an unblinded manner by
the single author (J.W.P.) using the National Institute for Health and
Care Excellence (NICE) methodology checklist for reviewing RCTs [7].
The NICE methodology checklist is a tool used to qualitatively assess
RCTs for risk of four types of bias: selection bias, performance bias,
attrition bias, and detection bias [7]. As there was only one reviewer,
the author adapted the NICE checklist to add a quantiﬁable measure
for determining suitability. Each category of bias was initially
assigned a numerical value of one. One point was added for each ‘no’
or ‘unclear’ answer. The remaining value was the quality measure for
the given type of potential bias (4=high risk; 3=moderate-high risk;
2=low-moderate risk, 1=low risk). The quality measures were summed
and then divided by 4. The average of the quality measures was then
rounded to the nearest integer. Studies with an average value of three
or four were eliminated from the NMA due to unacceptable risk of bias.
The author developed a data extraction sheet based on the NICE
methodology checklist for reviewing RCT. Information was extracted from
each study that qualified for full text assessment, including characteristics
of trial participants (age and sex); type of intervention and comparison
(placebo, nothing, or another intervention); type of outcomes measure;
presented results; and bias assessment. The outcomes measure chosen for
this NMA was the Visual Analogue Scale (VAS) instruments.
The NMA was performed using the GeMTC user interface for automated NMA utilizing a Bayesian hierarchical model of random effects
[8, 9]. Again, the primary outcome measure was mean VAS score. Heterogeneity priors were determined automatically by the software [10].
The network geometry is presented visually as a figure (Figure 1),
with the treatment nodes representing the various treatments and
comparisons from each of the included studies. The solid lines between some of the nodes indicate direct comparisons made between
the intervention and control groups from the included RCTs. Indirect
comparisons were made between nodes not connected by a solid line.
Potential scale reduction factor (PSRF) was calculated to assess for
adequate convergence within the network; PSRF compares the

Methods
A thorough literature search was performed in April 2020 according to
Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses
(PRISMA) guidelines [5]. There were no outside sources of funding for
this research project and institutional review board approval was not
required.
Studies were identified by searching the MEDLINE/PubMed,
OVID, Cochrane Central, PEDro, and OSTMED.Dr databases; scanning
the reference lists of articles; and using the Canadian Agency for Drugs
and Technologies in Health grey literature checklist [6]. Each database
was searched from inception to April 1, 2020. The following search
terms were used: acute low back pain, acute low back pain plus
physical therapy, acute low back pain plus spinal manipulation, and
acute low back pain plus osteopathic manipulation.
Articles studying outcomes of patients with ANLPB were selected
to generate an MTC assessing pain related outcomes. To be eligible for
the MTC, each study had to have been published in English; have been

Figure 1: Presentation of the mixed treatment comparison network
structure. The circles represent the interventions. The solid lines
indicate direct comparisons between interventions. The dashed
lines indicate indirect comparisons of interventions. OMT,
osteopathic manipulative treatment; Tx, treatment; SCS, straincounterstrain; ME, muscle energy; HVLA, high-velocity lowamplitude.
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variation within each chain to the variation between chains. The PSRF
starts with a high value, and slowly approaches 1.0 as the chains
become more similar. Residual deviance (Dres) was used to assess
model ﬁt. Model ﬁt was deemed adequate when Dres was equal to or
less than the number of independent data points. Empirical examination for detecting across-studies (publication) bias was performed
using a GeMTC produced comparison adjusted funnel plot of study
effect.
Conventional care was selected as the baseline against which all
other treatments were compared. Differences between treatments
were considered significant (at the 5% level) if their confidence intervals did not overlap the no-effect line. In addition to relative effects,
the Bayesian analysis also generated a rank probabilities table.

Results
The literature search identified 805 studies meeting search
criteria. After removing duplicates, 483 studies remained to
be screened for eligibility (Figure 2). The screening
excluded 469 studies. The full text of the remaining 14
studies [11–24] were assessed by the single author (J.W.P.)
for risk of bias. The results of the risk of bias assessment are
presented in Table 1. Seven studies [12, 15, 18, 20, 22–24]
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failed to present the numerical values, conﬁdence intervals, or standard deviations of their ﬁndings. High
overall risk of bias was identiﬁed for two of the remaining
studies [11, 14]. High risk of performance bias was determined for one study [14], and high risk of selection bias was
suspected for one study [20]. This left ﬁve studies [13, 16, 17,
19, 21] to be used for the MTC model. The characteristics of
each, including interventions, are presented in Table 2.
Each of the groups in the included studies had small sizes,
ranging from 30 to 70 subjects. The OMT groups were
particularly small, with 30–44 subjects. High-velocity lowamplitude technique (HVLA), strain-counterstrain technique (SCS), muscle energy technique (MET), and a mixed
OMT protocol were included in the model. It is also worth
noting that the MET and SCS interventions were limited to
treating the erector spinae muscle group.
The network geometry of the resulting model consisted
of six nodes, five direct comparisons, and no closed loops
(Figure 1). The exercise node had a sample size of 118 patients from two studies [16, 17]. The counterstrain node had
74 subjects from two studies [16, 19]. The mixed treatment
protocol node had 33 subjects from a single trial [13]. The

Figure 2: Preferred Reporting Items for
Systematic Reviews and Metaanalyses
(PRISMA) literature search flow diagram.
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Table : Risk of bias according to National Institute for Health and Care Excellence checklist for randomized controlled trials.
Lead Author, Year

Selection
bias

Performance
bias

Attrition
bias

Detection
bias

Overall risk
of bias

Ali () []











Blomberg () []











Cruser () []











Goertz () []











Hurley () []











Lewis () []











Machado () []











Paatelma () []











Prashant () []











Saratchandran () []











Schneider () []











Unsuitable outcome
measure

X

X

X
X

Takamoto () []











X

Vohra () []











X

von Heymann () []











X

Low risk of bias



Low risk of bias



Low to moderate risk of bias



Moderate risk of bias



Moderate to high risk of bias



High risk of bias



High risk of bias



Very high risk of bias



HVLA node had 37 subjects from only one study [21], and
the muscle energy node contained 30 subjects, also from a
single study [19]. As such, the model relied heavily on indirect comparisons. The PSRF compares the variation
within each chain to the variation between chains. The
PSRF was below 1.05 for each of the comparisons made in
this model, indicating adequate convergence of the model
(Table 3). The overall Dres was 10, with 10 data points; this is
consistent with adequate model ﬁt. The per-arm residual
deviance for each of the included studies determined that
there were no important outliers (Table 4).
Table 5 presents comparisons of the studied interventions with mean difference and 95% conﬁdence intervals (CI). Each cell in the league table represents the
effect of column-deﬁning intervention relative to the row
deﬁning intervention. The 95% CI for each comparison
crossed zero, indicating that there were no statistically
signiﬁcant mean differences. The relative effects plot
(Figure 3) graphically presents the VAS mean difference
and 95% CI for each active treatment relative to conventional care, suggesting that there was no statistically signiﬁcant decrease of reported pain when exercise or OMT
were added to conventional treatment. However, the highvelocity low-amplitude (HVLA) arm and OMT mixed
treatment protocol arm trended toward demonstrating an
added beneﬁt. Inspection of rank probabilities (Table 6)

demonstrated that HVLA and OMT mixed treatment protocols plus conventional care were ranked superior to
conventional care alone for improving ANLBP (Table 6).
Heterogeneity was not a consideration for this model
because each direct comparison in the network had only a
single study; inconsistency was not assessed because the
model had no closed loops [25]. The comparison adjusted
funnel plot of study effect detected no indication of acrossstudies bias (Figure 4).

Discussion
The findings of this systematic review and meta-analysis
are not conclusive, but they suggest that the HVLA and
OMT mixed treatment protocol arms in prior studies trended toward being superior to erecter spinae muscle energy
(MET) and strain-counterstrain (SCS) techniques for
reducing ANLBP in the first month after onset. These
findings also suggest that the addition of prescribed exercises offered no therapeutic advantage over conventional
treatment alone.
The results of this MTC should not be used to infer that
MET and SCS are ineffective techniques for ANLBP. However, the findings do suggest that MET and SCS directed at
erector spinae dysfunction trended toward being inferior to

Interventions

OMT: mixed Tx
protocol

Cruser
Conventional
() [] care

OMT: SCS

Lewis
Exercise
() []

Study

Follow up
period

 Quadruple visual analog
Baseline,
scale, and the Roland Morris before each
Disability Questionnaire
treatment,
four weeks
post treatment
 Intention to treat analysis
found signiﬁcantly greater
post-trial improvement in
‘Pain Now’ for OMT
compared to CC (p = .).
Furthermore, the OMT group
reported less ‘Pain Now’ and
‘Pain Typical’ at all visits (p =
. and p = . respectively). Osteopathic manipulative treatment subjects
also tended to achieve a
clinically meaningful
improvement from baseline
on ‘Pain at Best’ sooner than
the CC subjects.

 Counterstrain was no more
effective than exercise alone
in reducing levels of pain
and disability.

 Modiﬁed Oswestry low back Baseline, , ,
 weeks
pain disability questionnaire, SF-, visual
analogue scale pain ratings,
and a seven-point global
rating of change

Group Outcome measures and
size outcomes

Table : Characteristics of studies included in this review and metaanalysis.

Per L.H. Jones, R.S. Kusunose, E.K. Goering ()
Jones Strain-Counterstrain. Jones StrainCounterstrain Inc., Boise

Side lying abdominal bracing, alternate knee-tochest holds, and side-to-side lumbar rotation

Intervention description

Participants were told that most new episodes of
back pain are typically self-limiting, were prescribed over-the-counter analgesic and NSAID
medications, given advice to stay physically active
and avoid prolonged bed-rest
OMT techniques were individualized to the patient
Treatments occurred once
per week for four weeks, not and may need to be reﬁned or changed over time
based on the patient’s response to OMT. Techcloser than  or more than
niques were limited to soft tissue, myofascial
 days apart.
release, counterstrain, muscle energy, sacroiliac
articulation, HVLA.

Perform the exercises in a
range that did not increase
their pain, twice a day during
the intervention period. Participants in the control group
also attended twice a week
for two consecutive weeks
for revision and supervised
performance of the standardized exercises. The exercises were not progressed
during the intervention
period.
Twice a week for two
consecutive weeks and
received StrainCounterstrain treatment and
review of the standardized
exercises
There were ﬁve study visits,
visit one through visit four for
the treatment protocol.

Treatment protocol

 Osteopathic
study. Subjects
were active
duty military.

 Physical therapy study

Bias Comments
score
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Interventions

Schneider Conventional
() [] care

Exercise

Machado
Conventional
() [] care

Study

Table : (continued)
Follow up
period

Treatment protocol

 The addition of the McKenzie
method to ﬁrst-line care
produced statistically signiﬁcant but small reductions
in pain when compared to
ﬁrst-line care alone: mean
of −. points (% conﬁdence interval, −. to −.)
at one week, −. points
(% conﬁdence interval, −. to −.) at three
weeks, and −. points
(% conﬁdence interval, −. to −.) over the
ﬁrst seven days. Patients
receiving the McKenzie
method did not show additional effects on global
perceived effect, disability,
function or on the risk of
persistent symptoms. These
patients sought less additional health care than those
receiving only ﬁrst-line care
(p=.).
 Oswestry LBP disability index (– scale) and
numeric pain rating (–
scale)
Baseline, four
weeks, three
months, six
months

Seen for three visits during
this time

After testing the participants’ pain response to a
comprehensive physical examination, therapists
initially classiﬁed each patient into one of the three
McKenzie syndromes
(derangement, dysfunction,
or postural) and an individualized treatment program.
The number of treatment
sessions was at the discretion of the physical therapist, with a maximum of six
sessions over three weeks.

 – Numeric Rating Scale, Baseline, one, There was no limit to the
three weeks
number of follow-up visits
Global perceived effect,
Roland Morris Disability
Questionnaire, – Patient
Speciﬁc Functional Scale

Group Outcome measures and
size outcomes

Participants were told that most new episodes of
back pain are typically self-limiting, were prescribed over-the-counter analgesic and NSAID
medications, given advice to stay physically active
and avoid prolonged bed-rest.

Advice to remain active and to avoid bed rest,
reassurance of the favorable prognosis of acute low
back pain and instructions to take acetaminophen
(paracetamol) on a time-contingent basis. Nonsteroidal anti-inﬂammatory drugs (NSAIDs) were
not prescribed during the ensuing  weeks. However, participants already on a course of NSAIDs
when ﬁrst visiting the primary care physician could
continue use of this medication.
McKenzie method exercises matching their
classiﬁcation

Intervention description

 Chiropractic
study

 Physical therapy study

Bias Comments
score
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OMT: HVLA

Interventions

Prashant
OMT: ME
() []

Study

Table : (continued)
Follow up
period

 Responder analysis, deﬁned
as  and % reductions in
Oswestry scores revealed a
signiﬁcantly greater proportion of responders at
 weeks in HVLA group
(%; %) compared to CC
group (%; %). Similar
between-group results were
found for pain: HVLA (%;
%) and CC (%; %).
 Modiﬁed Oswestry Low Back Baseline,
eight days
Pain Disability (MODQ)
Questionnaire and  cm
horizontal visual analogue
scale

Group Outcome measures and
size outcomes
High-velocity low-amplitude thrust manipulation in
the side posture position by a licensed chiropractor.
Segmental levels where manipulation was
applied were determined using standard chiropractic methods of static and motion palpation.

The participant sits with back to therapist on
treatment couch, legs hanging over side and hands
clasped behind the neck. The therapist places knee
on the couch close to the participant, at the side
towards which side bending and rotation will be
introduced. The therapist passes a hand in front of
participant’s axilla on the side to which the participant is to be rotated, across the front of participant’s neck, to rest on the shoulder opposite. The
participant is drawn into ﬂexion, side bending and
rotation over the therapist’s knee. The therapist’s
free hand monitors the area of tightness and ensures that the various forces localize at the point of
maximum contraction/tension. When the participant has been taken to a comfortable limit of
ﬂexion, is asked to look towards the direction from
which rotation has been made, whilst holding the
breath for – s, or to do this while also introducing a very slight degree of effort towards rotating
back to upright position, against ﬁrm resistance
from the therapist. The patient is then asked to
release the breath, completely relax and to look
towards the direction in which side bending/rotation is being introduced (i.e. towards the resistance
barrier). The therapist waits for the participant’s
second full exhalation and then takes the

The study participant was
made to lie prone on the
couch comfortably. Hot
moist pack was kept on the
participant’s lumbar region
for a period of  min
(Photograph ). After
receiving hot moist pack
therapy for  min, muscle
energy technique for erector
spinae was performed on the
participant for  s hold with
 s relaxation for nine times
i.e. total of  s.

Intervention description

Treated twice weekly over
 weeks

Treatment protocol

 Allopathic PM &
R study

Bias Comments
score
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 The participants treated
within groups showed a
statistically signiﬁcant
decrease in pain, increase in
amount of lumbar extension
ROM, and decrease in
disability level as per MODQ.

HVLA, high-velocity low-amplitude; ME, muscle energy; NSAID, nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs; OMT, osteopathic manipulative treatment; ROM, range of motion; SCS, strain-counterstrain;
Tx, treatment

participant further in all the direction of restriction,
towards new barrier, not through it.
After giving SCS for erector The participant is prone with trunk laterally ﬂexed
towards the tender side. The therapist stands on the
spinae for  s with three
repetitions i.e. total of  s. side of the tender point. The therapist places his or
her knee on the table and rests the participants
affected leg on the therapist’s thigh. The participant’s hip is extended, and adducted, and slight
rotation is used to ﬁne tune.
OMT: SCS

Interventions
Study

Table : (continued)

Group Outcome measures and
size outcomes

Follow up
period

Treatment protocol

Intervention description

Bias Comments
score
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Table : Per-parameter convergence diagnostics.
Parameter

Conventional care,
OMT: HVLA
Conventional care,
OMT: mixed tx
protocol
Exercise, Conventional care
Exercise, OMT:
SCS
OMT: SCS, OMT:
ME
Random effects
standard deviation

Standard Time-series
deviation
SE

Potential scale
reduction factor,
PSRF
Point
estimate

.%
quantile

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

HVLA, high-velocity low-amplitude; ME, muscle energy;
OMT, osteopathic manipulative treatment; SCS, strain-counterstrain;
SE, standard error.

Table : Residual deviance per arm, per study.
Study

Arm

Lewis ()

Exercise
OMT: SCS
Conventional care
OMT: mixed Tx protocol
Conventional care
Exercise
Conventional care
OMT: HVLA
OMT: ME
OMT: SCS

Cruser ()
Machado ()
Schneider ()
Prashant ()

Residual
deviance

Leverage

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

HVLA, high-velocity low-amplitude; ME, muscle energy;
OMT, osteopathic manipulative treatment; ROM, range of motion;
SCS, strain-counterstrain; Tx, treatment.

conventional care alone. This may be related to the effectiveness of the studied techniques, or erector spinae
dysfunction may not be a major contributor to ANLBP.
These findings agree with two previous Cochrane reviews, one examining the use of muscle energy technique
for low back pain [26] and one exploring the effect of prescribed exercises for low back pain [27]. A 2016 Cochrane
review [26] determined that there was low‐quality evidence
of no clinically relevant difference from adding MET to
other interventions for management ANLBP with the
outcome of pain. There was low‐quality evidence of an
effect in favor of MET for functional status. However, the
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Table : Comparison of the included interventions: mean difference (% CI).
Conventional care . (−., .) −. (−., .) . (−., .)
Exercise
−. (−., .) . (−., .)
OMT: HVLA
. (−., .)
OMT: ME

. (−., .)
. (−., .)
. (−., .)
−. (−., .)
OMT: SCS

−. (−., .)
−. (−., .)
. (−., .)
−. (−., .)
−. (−., .)
OMT: mixed Tx protocol

Comparison of the included interventions: mean difference (% CI). Each cell gives the effect of the column-defining intervention relative to the
row-defining intervention. CI, confidence interval; HVLA, high-velocity low-amplitude; ME, muscle energy; OMT, osteopathic manipulative
treatment; ROM, range of motion; SCS, strain-counterstrain; Tx, treatment

Figure 3: Relative effects plot. OMT, osteopathic manipulative treatment; Tx, treatment; SCS, strain-counterstrain; ME, muscle energy; HVLA,
high-velocity low-amplitude.
Table : Rank probabilities.

Conventional care
Exercise
OMT: HVLA
OMT: ME
OMT: SCS
OMT: mixed Tx
protocol

Rank


Rank


Rank


Rank


Rank


Rank


.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.

Bold values indicate statistical significance. HVLA, high-velocity
low-amplitude; ME, muscle energy; OMT, osteopathic manipulative
treatment; ROM, range of motion; SCS, strain-counterstrain; Tx,
treatment.

authors also noted that the quality of research related to
testing the effectiveness of MET was poor [26]. The 12
studies in the review were generally small (n=20–72) and at
high risk of bias due to methodological inadequacies; there
was not sufﬁcient evidence to reliably determine whether
MET was likely to be effective in practice [26]. The authors
of that review [26] also stated that there is a need for larger,
higher‐quality studies with more robust methodology.
Ideally, all studies should clearly describe all methods,
have larger sample sizes, use robust methods of statistical
analysis, demonstrate baseline equivalence of patient
characteristics between groups, and use treatment protocols that can be generalized to clinical practice. A 2005
Cochrane review [27] of 61 randomized controlled trials
with a total of 6,390 participants concluded that exercise

Figure 4: Funnel plot for detecting across-studies bias. OMT, osteopathic manipulative treatment; Tx, treatment; SCS, straincounterstrain; ME, muscle energy; HVLA, high-velocity lowamplitude.

therapy was as effective as either no treatment or other
conservative treatments for ANLBP. However, the authors
also noted that their review largely reﬂected limitations of
the literature, including low quality studies with heterogeneous outcomes measures, inconsistent and poor
reporting, and possibility of publication bias [27].
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The model presented in this study is subject to the
limitations noted by the authors of the previous Cochrane
reviews [26, 27]. Heterogenous study methodologies and
outcome measures were identiﬁed during the literature
review. This resulted in a limited number of studies
meeting inclusion criteria. Because of this, exercise was
included as a variable to allow the inclusion of muscle
energy technique and counterstrain in the ﬁnal model.
Fortunately, the use of exercise for acute LBP has been
researched extensively, thus providing a point of reference
from which to compare the results of the exercise arm of
this MTC to evaluate the utility of this methodology. The
sample sizes for each of the studies included in the model
were small and likely contributed to the failure to
demonstrate any statistically signiﬁcant results (Table 2).
Several of the included studies had moderate to high risk of
performance bias because of failing to blind participants to
their allocation group and lack of clarity as to whether
comparison groups received the same care and support
apart from the intervention studied (Table 1). A few of the
included studies had moderate to high risk for detection
bias for failing to blind investigators to the participants’
intervention and to important confounding factors.
A limitation that is unique to the present review was
having a single author (J.W.P.) who performed the literature search and quality assessment. This may have led to
the introduction of selection bias. An attempt was made to
mitigate this issue by modifying the NICE checklist to
generate a more objective quantitative measure of bias risk.
While this study failed to provide any definitive evidence upon which to make clinical recommendations, it
did demonstrate the utility of performing NMA for MTCs of
osteopathic modalities used to treat ANLBP. However, to
take full advantage of this statistical technique, future
studies should be designed with consideration for the
shortcomings in osteopathic research identified by this
study and noted in the previous Cochrane reviews [26, 27].
To address these deficiencies, the author proposes a
coordinated series of RCTs with an identical design other
than the studied intervention. Individual studies would be
performed at multiple sites coordinated through an interinstitutional research network. The intervention would be
a single OMT technique plus conventional care or a mixed
treatment protocol plus conventional care. The chosen
intervention would be used to treat all identified dysfunctions. The control could be a different OMT technique plus
conventional care for all identified dysfunctions, sham
OMT plus conventional care, or only conventional care.
The choice of the intervention and the control would be left
to the institution performing the study. Inclusion criteria
for participants in the series suggested by the author here

would be adults who meet the case criteria for ANLBP.
ANLPB should be uniformly defined. A suggested definition is pain from the lower costal margin to the gluteal folds
without defined pathology excluding somatic dysfunction
of less than 30 days duration. The author suggests exclusion criteria as follows: contraindications to OMT, pregnancy, neurodegenerative disease, prior surgery to the
lumbosacral spine, history of chronic low back pain, and
positive “red ﬂags” for serious spinal pathology. The
author also suggests that each institution would be obligated to assure an adequate sample size to more precisely
address the research question.
In the suggested series of future research, the author also
recommends that physical assessment should be standardized for each of the studies. The structural examination would
use a standardized protocol to assess for postural imbalance,
psoas dysfunction, quadratus lumborum dysfunction, piriformis dysfunction, sacral dysfunction, pelvic dysfunction,
and lumbar segmental dysfunction. Each dysfunction would
be treated using only the intervention modality, active control
modality, or sham technique as defined by randomized group
allocation. Further, the author recommends several measures
to mitigate bias. A validated method of randomization must
be utilized to assign group allocation; group allocation
should be concealed from investigators and participants.
Groups should be comparable at baseline, including major
confounding factors, such as age, sex, body mass index,
smoking status, employment status, fear-avoidant behaviors,
and catastrophization. Comparison groups should receive the
same care apart from the intervention being studied.
Guideline-based conventional care should be the same for all
studies. The accepted definition of conventional care is to
explain the usual course of ANLBP, advise remaining active,
and provide a non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug or acetaminophen if indicated [3]. The number and the characteristics of dropouts for each group should be noted. Future
investigators should, in the authors’ opinion, assure an
appropriate length of follow up, with intervention and control
groups followed for an equal length of time; for example,
outcomes measures may be obtained at baseline, two weeks,
one month, and three months. Pain beyond three months
would be considered chronic. This future study series could
use self-reported pain and function ability as a deﬁnition of
outcome; VAS and the Roland–Morris disability questionnaire [28] would be valid and reliable methods to determine
the outcomes.
In this future study series suggested by the author,
statisticians should be kept blind to the participants’ group
allocation and to other important confounders. Statistical
assessment would be performed to assess the difference in
the means of the outcome measures. The results should be
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reported with the corresponding standard deviations or
confidence intervals. Finally, each study would be submitted for publication no matter the outcome, to avoid
publication bias in a future MTC. The results of each study
would then be used to generate a MTC of osteopathic
techniques for the treatment of ANLBP. The resulting
model would be at extremely low risk for within-study bias,
reporting bias, indirectness, imprecision, heterogeneity
and incoherence. Data gathered relating to specific dysfunctions and group characteristics could also be used for
network metaregression to determine how a covariate
might interact with the treatment effects.
There are many benefits to be gained by using this future
study design recommended by the author, beyond efficiency.
The final product would provide level 1A evidence [29]
comparing a variety of OMT techniques used for treating
ANLBP. The acquired knowledge could then be applied to the
development of clinical practice guidelines for the treatment of
ANLBP. A study plan like this one would provide structure and
training opportunities for institutions with ﬂedgling clinical
research programs. This approach to research is also aligned
with the AOA’s strategic plans for research [30].

Conclusions
This study failed to provide evidence to recommend for or
against any of the included OMT techniques or prescribed
exercises to conventional care for ANLBP. This may reflect
the limited number of previously-published studies
meeting inclusion criteria due to methodological heterogeneity, failure to adequately report results, and unacceptable risk of biases. However, the model’s findings do
align with some prior literature, suggesting that NMA for
MTC of osteopathic techniques may be a useful method for
examining some of osteopathic medicine’s more complex
questions if the shortcomings in osteopathic research are
addressed in future investigations.
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